Kingdom Hearts II is a 2005 action role-playing game developed and published by Square Enix for the PlayStation 2 video game console. The game is a sequel to Kingdom Hearts, and like the original game, combines characters and settings from Disney films with those of Square Enix's Final Fantasy series. An expanded re-release of the game featuring new and additional content, Kingdom Hearts II Final Mix, was released exclusively in Japan in March 2007. The Final Mix version of the game was later Kingdom Hearts II (キングダムハーツII Kingudamu Hātsu Tsū?) is an action role-playing game developed and published by Square Enix in 2005 for the PlayStation 2 video game console. The game's popularity has resulted in a novel and manga series based upon it and an international version called Kingdom Hearts II Final Mix, released in March 2007 as part of the Kingdom Hearts II Final Mix+ compilation. Kingdom Hearts II, Vol. 1 has been added to your Cart. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Buy used Comment: A typical used book in Very Good condition. It shows light use with some slight noticeable wear. No page markings (other than possibly previous owner's name/note or remainder mark on edge). We carefully inspected this book and pages are unmarked and binding is intact. Comes with Super Fast Shipping Â— usually leaves warehouse within 24 hours. Professional packaging with tracking number and 24/7 customer service provided at no additional cost. Kingdom Hearts II Ongoing 4.88. Author: TETSUYA Nomura. Adventure Fantasy Shounen. Based on the popular PS2 video game Kingdom Hearts II, Sora, Donald, and Goofy continue their quest to find their friends King Mickey and Riku. A new enemy has arose from the darkness called Nobodies, creatures that have no hearts and cannot feel any emotion. Along with this new threat, a secret group of hu